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Trump travel ban fallout: 'Get
with the programme or go',
White House tells disgruntled
diplomats - Tuesday morning
briefing

By Barney Henderson, NEW YORK and David Lawler,

WASHINGTON

31 JANUARY 2017 • 6:16AM

he White House clashed on Monday with a large

group of American diplomats who are voicing

dissent with Donald Trump's temporary travel ban on

citizens from seven Muslim-majority countries,

challenging them to resign if they aren't on board.

"They should either get with the programme or they can

go," said Sean Spicer, Trump's press secretary.

In startling language, Mr Spicer dismissed the criticism

from what he called "career bureaucrats". While he later

said Mr Trump appreciates the work of public servants,

Mr Spicer said they should respect the desires of the

American people and the importance Trump places on

protecting the country.
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At a glance | Donald Trump’s immigration ban

On Friday 27 January, President Trump signed an executive order temporarily blocking

travel for immigrants from seven “terror prone” Muslim-majority countries.

The order imposes a 90-day ban on travellers from

Additionally, it suspends the US refugee programme for 120 days and indefinitely halts

acceptance of refugees from Syria.

The ban does not apply to certain visa types, nor to religious minorities fleeing religious

persecution from those countries – for example, Christians.

Syria is the only one of these countries specifically named in Mr Trump’s order. The others

derive from a 2015 Obama-era statute listing “countries of concern” for terrorism to be

excluded from the US’s Visa Waiver Program.

Read More

Syria

Iran

Sudan

Libya

Somalia

Yemen

Iraq

"If somebody has a problem with that agenda, that does

call into question whether they should continue in that

post or not," Spicer said. "This is about the safety of

America."

Spicer's comments came after career diplomats circulated

several drafts of a memo arguing that the executive order

Mr Trump signed last week will not make the US safe,

runs counter to American values and will fuel

anti-American sentiment around the world.

"A policy which closes our doors to over 200 million

legitimate travellers in the hopes of preventing a small

number of travellers who intend to harm Americans from

using the visa system to enter the United States will not

achieve its aim of making our country safer," the

diplomats wrote in a so-called "dissent cable" being

drafted for State Department leadership.

Everything you need to
know about President
Trump's 'Muslim ban'

 View Q&A

"This ban stands in opposition to the core American and

constitutional values that we, as federal employees, took

an oath to uphold," a draft of the cable said.

US officials said at least several hundred diplomats

indicated they would sign the memo and that it was

expected to be formally submitted on Monday or

Tuesday, pending edits to several drafts that were
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circulating. The final number of signatories will not be

available until it is submitted, the officials said. 

Dissent channel cables are a mechanism for US diplomats

to register disagreement internally about US policies. It

was established during the Vietnam War and was most

recently used by diplomats to criticize the Obama

administration's approach to Syria. In that case, former

Secretary of State John Kerry met with signers of the

cable to discuss their concerns.

UK reaction | Trump’s travel ban

Theresa May, Prime Minister: “We do not agree with this kind of approach and it is not

one we will be taking.”

Boris Johnson, Foreign Secretary: “We will protect the rights and freedoms of UK

nationals home and abroad. Divisive and wrong to stigmatise because of nationality.” (on

Twitter)

Jeremy Corbyn, Labour leader: “Donald Trump should not be welcomed to Britain while

he abuses our shared values with his shameful Muslim ban and attacks on refugees’ and

women’s rights.”

Sadiq Khan, Mayor of London: “While every country has the right to set its own

immigration policies, this new policy flies in the face of the values of freedom and tolerance

that the USA was built upon.”

Nigel Farage, former Ukip leader: “[Trump] is entitled to do this, he was voted in on this

ticket. I do agree with it. If you look at Mrs Merkel’s policy which is to let in anyone

anywhere, look what it's done.”

Sir Mo Farah, British long-distance runner who lives in the US: “It’s deeply troubling

that I will have to tell my children that Daddy might not be able to come home – to explain

why the President has introduced a policy that comes from a place of ignorance and

prejudice.”

Mr Trump's secretary of state nominee Rex Tillerson is

still awaiting Senate confirmation and it was unclear how

we would respond to the memo.

Mr Spicer, however, was not sympathetic and defended

the executive order. He said its impact had been "blown

way out of proportion and exaggerated."

Donald Trump signing an executive order

Signers of dissent cables are protected from retribution

from superiors and the State Department's official

response to the draft memo was less confrontational.

"The Dissent Channel is a longstanding official vehicle

for State Department employees to convey alternative

views and perspectives on policy issues," department
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spokesman Mark Toner said. "This is an important

process that the acting secretary, and the department as a

whole, value and respect. It allows State employees to

express divergent policy views candidly and privately to

senior leadership."

Useful links

White House denies LGBT protections will be
scrapped

The White House has said a 2014 Obama administration

order that created new workplace protections for gay,

lesbian, bisexual and transgender people would be kept,

despite reports suggesting Donald Trump was preparing

to axe them.

Reports circulating on Monday said the a new order

could affect adoption agencies that receive government

funding as well as  allowing taxpayer-funded workers to

refuse to serve LGBTQ people, among others.

However, the White House played down the rumours in a

statement published by the New York Times.

“President Trump continues to be respectful and

supportive of L.G.B.T.Q. rights, just as he was

throughout the election,” the statement said. “The

president is proud to have been the first ever G.O.P.

nominee to mention the L.G.B.T.Q. community in his

nomination acceptance speech, pledging then to protect

the community from violence and oppression.”

The Washington Post had reported that the Trump

administration had drafted an executive order, which

could allow government employees to refuse service to

LGBT individuals based on their religious beliefs.

Everything you need to know about Donald Trump's

'Muslim ban' 

Who will Donald Trump nominate for the Supreme

Court? Runners and riders

Mexico border wall: What is Donald Trump planning,

how much will it cost and who will pay for it?

Everything you need to know about Trump's pledge to

move the US embassy in Israel to Jerusalem

Who is Sean Spicer, Donald Trump's combative press

secretary?

Trump and Putin: inside the world's most dangerous

special relationship
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Sean Spicer, the White House press secretary, was asked

about the rumours that such an order would be issued

during a press briefing on Monday.

I'm told reliably there is a draft Executive order on LGBT issues including adoption.
Details and timing unclear.

— Josh Rogin (@joshrogin) January 30, 2017

"I'm not going to get in and get ahead of the executive

orders that we may or may not issue," he said. "There is a

lot of executive orders, a lot of things that the President

has talked about and will continue to fulfil, but we have

nothing on that front now."

The Obama order banned companies that do federal work

from discriminating against gay, lesbian, bisexual and

transgender employees. It was the first time the

government explicitly protected federal workers from

discrimination based on gender identity.

Donald Trump fires US attorney general over
refusal to defend immigration order

Donald Trump has fired acting Attorney General Sally

Yates after she ordered Justice Department lawyers to

stop defending the president's controversial immigration

orders. 

Ms Yates, who was appointed by Barack Obama, said she

was "not convinced that the executive order is lawful".

“I am responsible for ensuring that the positions we take

in court remain consistent with this institution’s solemn

obligation to always seek justice and stand for what is

right,” Ms Yates wrote in a letter to Justice Department

lawyers. “At present, I am not convinced that the defence

of the executive order is consistent with these

responsibilities.”

Sally Yates CREDIT: GETTY

Mr Trump has named Dana Boente, US Attorney for the
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Eastern District of Virginia, to serve in her place.

The White House press office said in a statement that

Yates "has betrayed the Department of Justice by refusing

to enforce a legal order designed to protect the citizens of

the United States."

The statement called Ms Yates an Obama administration

appointee "who is weak on borders and very weak on

illegal immigration."

Full statement from @POTUS on firing acting AG Sally Yates who said wouldn't
defend executive order refugee ban b/c she believed unlawful:
pic.twitter.com/QSsBPPP0Jv

— Molly O'Toole (@mollymotoole) 31 January 2017

Mr Boente told The Washington Post that he will agree to

enforce the immigration order.

Ms Yates was due to be replaced by Jeff Sessions, Mr

Trump's pick for attorney general, once his appointment

is confirmed by the US senate. 

Her statement was largely symbolic but highlights the

deep divisions within the US government over the

president's orders.

The Democrats are delaying my cabinet picks for purely political reasons. They have
nothing going but to obstruct. Now have an Obama A.G.

— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) January 31, 2017

The events unfolded as Mr Obama re-entered the political

fray just ten days after he handed power over to Mr

Trump and stated that he supported mass protests against

the "extreme vetting" orders.

"The President fundamentally disagrees with the notion

of discriminating against individuals because of their

faith or religion," Mr Obama's spokesman said in a

statement that was the former president's first since

leaving office.

"Citizens exercising their Constitutional rights to

assemble, organise and have their voices heard by their

elected officials is exactly what we expect to see when

American values are at stake." 

Mr Trump defended his order by tweeting:

If the ban were announced with a one week notice, the "bad" would rush into our
country during that week. A lot of bad "dudes" out there!

— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) January 30, 2017

Nazi jibes at Donald Trump demean the
Holocaust, says Boris Johnson

Boris Johnson has urged opponents of Donald Trump to
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stop “pointlessly demonising” him after MPs compared

the US President to Adolf Hitler, Gordon Rayner and

Steven Swinford report.

During a Commons debate over Mr Trump's controversial

immigration ban, Mr Johnson accused Labour of

“demeaning the Holocaust” through constant references

to the Nazis - including a reference to Theresa May as

like Hitler’s appeaser Neville Chamberlain.

His warning came on a day of confusion and continued

protest at Mr Trump's travel ban, which prevents natives

of seven mainly Muslim countries from entering the

USA.

The Government faced widespread calls to withdraw

Theresa May’s offer of a State visit for Mr Trump while

his travel ban remains in place, but Mrs May refused to

budge.

On Monday night the Prime Minister made clear that she

had extended the invite to Mr Trump after Buckingham

Palace expressed concern that Downing Street had

distanced itself from the decision.

Claims also emerged that Mrs May was made aware

while she was in Washington last week that Mr Trump

was about to issue an executive order banning people

from Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen

from entering the US.

Read the full article.

'I have made my decision': Trump to unveil
Supreme Court justice nominee

Donald Trump will unveil his nominee for the vacancy on

the US Supreme Court on Tuesday evening.

The nominee can expect a bitter fight from Democrats

during the confirmation process in the Senate, as

Watch | Boris Johnson: 'All British
passport holders remain welcome
to travel to the US'

01:34
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Republicans blocked Barack Obama from filling the

court’s ninth seat for the past year.

Mr Trump’s pick could bolster the court’s conservative

flank ahead of hearings over abortion, guns or even his

refugee ban. The president's short list reportedly included

Neil Gorsuch, Thomas Hardiman and William Pryor Jr,

all federal judges who, due to their relative youth, could

serve on the court for decades.

I have made my decision on who I will nominate for The United States Supreme Court.
It will be announced live on Tuesday at 8:00 P.M. (W.H.)

— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) January 30, 2017

Mr Gorsuch, 49, is an alumnus of Harvard Law School

with a doctorate from Oxford. He clerked for two

Supreme Court justices and is considered a gifted writer

of legal opinions. If confirmed, he would be the youngest

justice to join the court since 1971.

Judge Neil Gorsuch - one of the front-runners CREDIT: AP

Mr Hardiman, 51, is a guns-rights advocate and has

consistently ruled in favour of police powers. He began as
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something of a dark horse candidate but is now a leading

contender.

Mr Pryor, 54, served as Alabama’s attorney general prior

to joining the federal bench and is perhaps the most

outwardly political of the three. He met with Mr Trump

earlier this month, establishing him as a leading

candidate, but his nomination would outrage many

Democrats. He once called the Roe v Wade ruling that

legalised abortion the “worst abomination of

constitutional law in our history”.

Picture of the day

Demonstrators during a protest in Glasgow against US
President Donald Trump's controversial travel ban on
refugees and people from seven mainly-Muslim
countries CREDIT: PA

Video of the day

Analysis of the day

William Hague: The Queen has dealt with
dictators and despots – she'll take a visit from
Donald Trump in her stride

Being a rather conventional ex-politician I still

Watch | Hollywood stars voice
anger at Donald Trump's travel
ban

01:07
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subscribe to this view. I would have preferred

Hillary Clinton to have won the presidency and I

can see myriad problems in almost every decision

Trump has made so far. In my preferred world, the

last 10 days would be a bad dream from which we

can now wake up. 

But whether you are someone who has signed the

petition against Trump’s state visit, or a protester

in the streets, or a friend of Hillary like me, we all

now have to get used to the awkward fact that this

is reality. Trump beat our friends and overcame

all normal assumptions by campaigning according

to his own rules, developed over his whole career.

The lifeless bodies of his conventional rivals’

careers now lie scattered at his feet. 

Trump’s rules are to dominate the agenda, shake

things up, court controversy and maintain

credibility by sticking to his plans, even if he has

to blame others for them not working. And he is

the legitimate President of the United States of

America, a country vital to our economy and our

security. The reason his decisions are so

controversial is that he is changing the policies of

the most powerful country on earth. The reason

his travel ban affects so many people is that

America is the greatest home of innovation,

enterprise and freedom – a place we want and

need to visit. 

This is why the petition to cancel Trump’s

proposed state visit, while a convenient way for

people to make their views known, is misguided

in its purpose. If the Prime Minister were to give

in to such pressure and revoke an invitation she

has just extended, it would neither change

Trump’s policies nor be in the interests of the

United Kingdom.

Read the full article.

President on Twitter: tweets of the day
The American dream is back. We’re going to create an environment for small business
like we haven’t had in many, many decades! pic.twitter.com/ZuJNaN6z8b

— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) January 30, 2017

Where was all the outrage from Democrats and the opposition party (the media) when
our jobs were fleeing our country?

— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) January 30, 2017
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